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 Abstract 
 　 The present study deals with two types of  occupational names in Japan, 
occupational family names and occupational given names, and mainly discusses 
occupational given names.  After introducing family names derived from 
professions, this study focuses on given names and explores the history of  given 
names derived from professions in Japan.  I will discuss occupational given names 
in the past and in the present day. 
 　 People in villages in the Middle Ages in Japan commonly changed their names 
in their lifetimes and, when they changed their names, given names derived from 
professions as well as other names were chosen.  The present study focuses on 
how frequently occupational given names were used during the Middle Ages 
in two villages in Japan, Suganoura in Shiga prefecture and Kokawanosho in 
Wakayama prefecture. 
 　 Occupational given names were commonly used in the Middle Ages.  But they 
lost their popularity sometime between 1751 and 1903 and are not commonly 
used in the 20th and 21st centuries.  The only exception is 介(suke).  Names with 
介 (suke) are still observed in the present day. 
 1. Introduction 
 　 The present study explores naming after occupation in Japan.  After 
introducing family names derived from professions, I will focus on given names 
and deal with the history of  given names derived from professions in Japan.  I will 
＊ The present study was partially supported by Nanzan University Pache Research Subsidy I―A―
2 for the 2017 academic year.
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discuss occupational given names in the past and in the present day. 
 2. Family Names and Professions 
 　 Before discussing given names, this section briefly introduce family names 
derived from professions.  It has been said that three hundred thousands of  family 
names exist in Japan (Niwa 2002: 5).  Among them, family names derived from 
place names are most common and more than 90% of  family names are derived 
from place names (Takemitsu 1998: 36 ― 37).  But other types of  family names such 
as those derived from professions are also found. 
 　 Japanese family names reveal three characteristics.  One, Japanese names are 
usually written in kanji, i.e.  Chinese characters, and one kanji usually has more than 
one reading.  This applies to family names as well (see (1)).1 Two, family names 
with the same pronunciation can be written in different kanji (see (2)).  Three, 
family names with the same pronunciation and kanji can be different in origins (see 
(3)). 
 　 (1) 油谷: Aburaya, Aburatani, Aburadani, Yutani, Yuya 
 　 (2) Aburaya: 油谷, 油屋, 油矢, 油家 
 　 (3) Iida (飯田): a family name derived from a profession 
 Iida (飯田): a family name derived from a place name 
 　 The names in (4) are family names derived from professions.  These names are 
collected from  Nihon Dai-Hyakkazensho (Encyclopedia Nipponica). 2
 
1 In the rest of  the present study, only the most common reading will be shown.
2 Nihon Dai-Hyakkazensho (Encyclopedia Nipponica): https://kotobank.jp/word/%E5%A7
%93%E5%90%8D%2F%E6%97%A5%E6%9C%AC%E3%81%AE%E3%81%8A%E3%82
%82%E3%81%AA%E5%A7%93%E6%B0%8F―1614506 (Accessed August 15, 2017)
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　 (4) Occupational Family Names Found in  Nihon Dai-Hyakkazensho (36 names) 
油谷 Aburaya
安楽 Araki
飯田 Iida
犬飼 Inukai
伊吹 Ibuki
鵜飼 Ukai
大友 Ootomo
刑部 Osakabe
籠屋 Kagoya
鍛冶 Kaji
金丸 Kanamaru
金子 Kaneko
神田 Kanda
久米 Kume
郡司 Gunji
斎藤 Saitoo
佐伯 Saeki
坂部 Sakabe
塩谷 Shioya
白鳥 Shiratori
須藤 Sudoo
多々良 Tatara
田辺 Tanabe
田部 Tabe
田 Den
錦織 Nishigori
土師 Haji
服部 Hattori
伴 Ban
丸子 Mariko
丸 Maru
壬生 Mibu
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三宅 Miyake
和田 Wada
渡部 Watabe
綿谷 Wataya
 3. Given Names and Professions 
 3.1. Given Names and Professions (1251 ― 1750) 
 　 This section focuses on given names derived from professions.  People in 
villages in the Middle Ages in Japan had names, as in the present day.  Unlike in 
the present day, however, it was not uncommon for people in the Middle Ages to 
change their names in their lifetimes.  For example, people changed their names 
when they became members of  Shinto shrine board3 and, when they changed their 
names, given names derived from professions as well as other names were chosen. 
The occupational given names found in villages in the Middle Ages in Japan are 
names derived from posts in the Imperial court where an emperor performs 
political affairs and tasks, but it does not necessarily mean that people with those 
names had posts in the Imperial court.  In fact, the majority of  them did not have 
posts in the Imperial court.  Occupational given names found in the Middle Ages 
in Japan are shown in (5).  The names in (5) are all male names.  Female names can 
also be derived from professions and found in official documents as in (6).  The 
structure of  names in (6) is “a male name＋女 (妻, 母, 娘)”.  Those names were 
found in official documents but they were not used in daily life.  The main source 
of  data in this section is Sakata (2006). 
 　 (5) Occupational Given Names in the Middle Ages 
 衛門 emon 左 衛門 (Sa emon ), 勘右 衛門 (Kan emon ) 
 兵衛 hyooe 右 兵衛 (U hyooe ),  兵衛 太郎 ( Hyooe taroo) 
 左近 sakon  左近 ( Sakon ),  左近 五郎 ( Sakon goroo) 
 右近 ukon  右近 ( Ukon ),  右近 五郎 ( Ukon goroo) 
3 Each village had a Shinto shrine and the Shinto shrine was the center of  a village in the 
middle ages in Japan, although a Buddhist temple became the center in the Edo period. Only 
people who belong to the upper class could become members of  Shinto shrine board.
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 介 suke 丹後 介 (Tangono suke ), 田井 介 (Tai suke ) 
 庄司 syooji  庄司 ( Syooji ),  庄司 大夫 ( Syooji dayuu) 
 権介 gonsuke  権介 ( Gonsuke ), 弥 権介 (Iya gonsuke ) 
 右馬 uma  右馬 ( Uma ),  右馬 太郎 ( Uma taroo) 
 別当 bettou 弥 別当 (Iya bettou ), 新 別当 (Shin bettou ) 
 検校 kengyoo  新 検校 (Shin kengyoo ), 
清三 検校 (Seizoo kengyoo ) 
 大夫 dayuu 新次郎 大夫  (Shinjiroodayuu) 
 刑部 gyoobu  刑部 太郎 ( Gyoobu taroo) 
 権守 gonnokami  権守 三郎 ( Gonnokami saburoo) 
 判官 hoogan 四郎 判官 (Shiroo hoogan ) 
 　 (6) Female Names in Official Documents 
 兵衛 女 daughter of  兵衛 (Hyooe) 
 兵衛 妻 wife of  兵衛 (Hyooe) 
 兵衛 母 mother of  兵衛 (Hyooe) 
 兵衛 娘 daughter of  兵衛 (Hyooe) 
 　 In the rest of  this section, I will focus on male names only and discuss how 
frequently occupational given names were used in two villages, Suganoura in Shiga 
prefecture and Kokawanosho in Wakayama prefecture.  These two villages are 
well-studied because medieval documents are available. 
 　 The first village is Suganoura in Shiga prefecture.  Names of  3285 people are 
recorded in the documents.  Among them, 639 names (19.5%) are occupational 
given names.  In this village, occupational given names became popular in the 15th 
century, and 衛門 (emon), 兵衛 (hyooe), 左近 (sakon), and 右近 (ukon) were most 
commonly used.  The use of  occupational given names in Suganoura from 1251 to 
1600 are summarized in (7). 
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 　 (7) Use of  Occupational Given Names in Suganoura 
1251―
1300
1301―
1350
1351―
1400
1401―
1450
1451―
1500
1501―
1550
1551―
1600
year
unknown
emon 0 0 0 4 10 35 22 34
hyooe 0 1 0 3 19 64 40 52
sakon/ukon 0 1 0 6 13 56 36 49
others 3 25 9 6 13 53 26 59
Total # of  names 54 223 87 211 308 953 545 904
 　 With regard to Kokawanosho in Wakayama prefecture, two name lists are 
available (List 1 and List 2). 1575 people are listed on List 1 while 742 people are 
listed on List 2.  A quarter of  the names on List 1 are occupational given names, 
whereas approximately 40% of  the names on List 2 are occupational given names. 
As in the case of  Suganoura, these two lists reveal that occupational given names 
became popular in 15th century and 衛門 (emon), 兵衛 (hyooe), 左近 (sakon), and 
右近 (ukon) were again most commonly used (see (8) and (9)).  But, there are two 
differences between two villages: (i) 衛門 (emon) was more commonly used and 
(ii) 左近 (sakon), and 右近 (ukon) were less commonly used in Kokawanosho in 
Wakayama prefecture.  In Kokawanosho, 衛門 (emon) is the most common and 
左近 (sakon), and 右近 (ukon) are the least common among the four occupational 
given names. 
 　 (8) Use of  Occupational Given Names in Kokawanosho (List 1) 
1201―
1250
1251―
1300
1301―
1350
1351―
1400
1401―
1450
1451―
1500
1501―
1550
1551―
1600
emon 0 0 0 0 30 119 48 8
hyooe 0 0 0 2 18 32 10 2
sakon/ukon 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1
others 2 9 12 14 9 40 6 0
Total # of  names 5 43 77 87 290 755 269 49
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 　 (9) Use of  Occupational Given Names in Kokawanosho (List 2) 
1501―
1550
1551―
1600
1601―
1650
1651―
1700
1701―
1750
emon 30 31 40 77 36
hyooe 0 0 11 38 18
sakon/ukon 0 0 0 0 0
others 0 0 0 0 0
Total # of  names 105 114 129 245 149
 3.2. Given Names and Professions (1904 ― ) 
 　 In the previous section, I have shown how occupational given names are used 
in the Middle Ages in Japan.  This section focuses on the use of  occupational 
given names in the 20th and 21st centuries. 
 　 I have been working on gender in Japanese given names.  The oldest names in 
my data are names given to babies born in 1904.  My previous studies revealed that 
Japanese given names showed one type of  semantic gender difference, i.e. flower 
and plant names, and five types of  phonological gender differences: first syllables, 
last syllables, heavy syllables, palatalized consonants, and length (Mutsukawa 2005, 
2008, 2009) (see (10)). 
 　 Occupational given names in the Middle Ages introduced in the previous 
section are all male names.  Each of  them could be a given name by itself  or a part 
of  a longer name (see (5)).  They became popular in the 15th century, but most of  
them are not commonly used in the 20th and 21st centuries.  The only exception 
is 介 (suke).  介 (suke) was not one of  the most common occupational given 
names in the Middle Ages.  Among the 14 types of  occupational given names in 
(5), however, only names with 介 (suke) are found in my data and first observed 
in 1966.  Some examples are shown in (11) where those names are not written in 
kanji because kanji variations are commonly observed. 
 　 My data reveal two things.  One, although occupational given names were 
common in the Middle Ages in Japan as illustrated in the previous section, they 
lost their popularity sometime between 1751 and 1903 and are not common in 
the 20th and 21st centuries.  Two, although 介 (suke) was not one of  the most 
common occupational given names in the Middle Ages, it is still used in the 
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20th and 21st centuries. 介 (suke) is bimoraic and is one of  the two shortest 
occupational given names in (5).  The length of  介 (suke) might be related to the 
use of  介 (suke) in the 20th and 21st centuries, because male names have been 
becoming shorter (Mutsukawa 2008) and longer occupational given names in (5) 
do not fit well in given names in the present day. 
 　 (10) Gender differences in Japanese given names (Mutsukawa 2016b) 
Masculine Feminine
First Syllables
(Onset Cs)
・k- (especially ke)
・s- (especially soo and shoo)
・t- (especially ta) 
・ry- (ryuu and ryoo)
・d- 
・Onsetless Syllables (especially a)
・sa-
・h- (hu and ho)
・Nasals (m- and n-)
・dz-
・w-
Last Syllables
・o (―1965)
・si, zi (―1985)
・ki (1946―)
・ke, ta, to (1966―)
・ma (2002―)
・ku
・ko, ho, mi, yo, ri
・ka (1966―)
・na (1986―)
・o (2001―)
Heavy Syllables ・Yes ・No
Palatalized Cs ・Yes (1906―1945, 1986―) ・Yes (1946―1985)
Length
(Structures)
・σμμ
・Four or More Morae
・σμσμ
・σμσμμ(ending in /n/)
Semantics ・Flower and Plant Names
 　 (11) Names Ending with 介 (suke) 
 Kei suke , Koo suke , Shun suke , Dai suke , Yuu suke , Yoo suke , Ryoo suke 
 4. Conclusion 
 　 The present study deals with two types of  occupational names in Japan, 
occupational family names and occupational given names, and mainly discusses 
occupational given names.  Occupational given names were commonly used in 
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the Middle Ages in Japan, but they lost their popularity sometime between 1751 
and 1903 and are not commonly used in the 20th and 21st centuries.  The only 
exception is 介 (suke) and names with 介 (suke) are found in the 20th and 21st 
centuries. 
 　 The present study reveals that the occupational given names found in the 
Middle Ages in Japan were names derived from posts in the Imperial court.  There 
were a number of  posts in the Imperial court but only some of  those were used 
as given names.  It is not clear why only those posts could be given names (and the 
others could not).  This should be studied in future research. 
 　 In this study, it has not been explained when (and why) occupational given 
names lost their popularity.  In future research, I would like to pursue this question 
and continue the study on occupational given names in Japan. 
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